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Abstract 

Process intensification in distillation systems has received much attention during the past 

decades, with the aim of increasing both energy and separation efficiency. Various 

techniques, such as internal heat-integrated distillation, membrane distillation, rotating packed 

bed, dividing-wall columns and reactive distillation were studied and reported in literature. 

All these techniques employ the conventional continuous counter-current contact of vapor and 

liquid phases. Cyclic distillation technology is based on an alternative operating mode using 

separate phase movement which leads to key practical advantages in both chemical and 

biochemical processes. This article provides a mini-review of cyclic distillation technology. 

The topics covered include the working principle, design and control methods, main benefits 

and limitations as well as current industrial applications. Cyclic distillation can be rather 

easily implemented in existing columns by simply changing the internals and the operating 

mode, thus bringing new life in old distillation towers by significantly increasing the column 

throughput, reducing the energy requirements and offering a better separation performance. 
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1. Introduction 

In distillation technology, process intensification (PI) has received much attention with the 

key objective of increasing both energy and separation efficiency.1,2 Most distillation 

techniques employ the conventional continuous counter-current contact of vapor-liquid phases 

which flow simultaneously through the column. This mini-review paper gives an overview of 

an alternative operating mode – known as (periodic) cyclic distillation – based on separate 

phase movement that leads to key advantages. Cyclic distillation can be rather easily 

implemented in existing columns by simply changing the internals and the operating mode. 

As a result, the column efficiency and throughput can be significantly increased, while 

reducing the energy requirements and offering a better separation performance. The topics 

covered include a review of the different ways to achieve the periodic (cycling) operation, the 

equipment, hydrodynamics, simulation and design models, control and industrial applications.  

Note that the development of cyclic distillation was hampered by the fact that most simulation 

or design models of cyclic distillation were developed at a time when the available computing 

power was low and expensive. Consequently, the accuracy of the results was limited. The 

early models considered only binary mixtures and employed drastic simplifying assumptions 

such as linear equilibrium, infinite reboiler and negligible condenser holdup. These simplified 

assumptions were relaxed by later studies that provided more realistic models. Also, non-

iterative design algorithms were only recently suggested and applied for mixtures with 

general non-linear VLE. There is now a renewed interest in cyclic distillation due to the 

availability of design and control methods, backed up by increased computing power, as well 

as the introductions of special trays that allow better control of phase movement. 

 

2. Cyclic operation modes 

Cyclic operation aims at maximizing the driving force between the gas and liquid phase on 

each separation stage as well as minimizing mixing of liquids of different composition. Cyclic 

operation can be achieved by controlled cycling, stepwise periodic operation, a combination 

of these two methods, or by stage switching. 

• Controlled cycling consists of a repeating sequence of a vapor flow period (VFP), when 

the liquid flow is interrupted, followed by a liquid flow period (LFP) when the liquid 

simultaneously drains down the column, moving from each tray to the tray below (ideally 

without mixing) – as shown in Figure 1.3 With this type of operation, no downcomers are 
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needed hence the plates are simpler, cheaper and more flexible. In the classical realization 

of Cannon and co-workers,4 the time for each period is imposed using a timer which 

controls the valve in the vapor line connecting the reboiler to the distillation tower. There 

is an analogy between the controlled cyclic distillation and conventional distillation, with 

liquid-phase concentration gradients across the plates of the column (the so-called Lewis 

case 2) which results from substitution of time as the independent variable in the former 

case for distance in the latter. This means that separate phase movement and lack of 

mixing between the liquid from different trays (which have different compositions) will 

result in improved distillation performance. 
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Figure 1. Cyclic distillation with simultaneous tray drainage works by alternating a vapor-

flow period (a) with a liquid flow-period (b) then repeat with another vapor-flow period (c) 

 

• With a special tray design (shown in Figure 2), using cyclic operated perforated sheet or 

slate (COPS) type trays it is possible to introduce a new operational principle for periodic 

cycling separation based on sequential tray draining, where the trays are emptied 

sequentially rather than simultaneously, while the vapor flow is maintained throughout.5,6 

• For stepwise periodic operation,7 each tray is fitted with an inlet and an outlet normally 

closed by on-off valves and has a side reservoir large enough to contain one tray-holdup – 

which makes the setup more expensive. The trays have no downcomers but they can be 

completely emptied through their outlet directly into the reboiler. During the vapor-flow 

period, the condensate is sequentially collected in the reservoirs.  At the end of the vapor-
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flow period, the bottom product is removed from the reboiler, the content of all trays is 

moved to the reboiler, and the content of the reservoirs is transferred to the corresponding 

tray. Then, a new cycle begins. The stepwise periodic operation directly manipulates the 

liquid flow, therefore circumventing the hydrodynamic problems occurring in early classic 

columns operated in the controlled-cycling mode. 

• Stage-switching mode employs several vapor nozzle stages, a reboiler and a condenser, 

connected by a complicated pipeline network and on-off valves – the implementation is 

thus more difficult. The placement of the stages relative to each other is not important, as 

long as they are above the reboiler and below the condenser – which could improve the 

flexibility of the system at the cost of complexity and need of thermal insulation. 

In the following, controlled cycling with either simultaneous or sequential tray draining 

operation will be discussed. As the equipment (shell, trays, condenser and reboiler) is close to 

conventional, these schemes are the simplest from both constructive and operational points of 

view, being preferred in industrial applications. 

 
Figure 2. Cyclic distillation with sequential tray drainage works with continuous vapor flow 

by initiating sequential tray drainage and continuing the vapor flow until the last tray – then 

the next sequential tray drainage is initiated. 

 

3. Equipment for cyclic distillation 

Classically, a cyclic distillation column with simultaneous train drainage has an operating 

cycle consisting of two parts: 1) a vapor flow period, with the duration tvap, when vapor flows 

upwards through the column and liquid remains stationary on each plate, and 2) a liquid flow 
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period, with the duration tliq, when vapor flow is stopped, reflux and feed liquid are supplied, 

and liquid is dropped simultaneously from each tray to the one below. The trays used in the 

early application were similar to the conventional tray type. If the vapor velocity exceeds the 

weeping limit, the liquid does not overflow from tray to tray during vapor-flow period. When 

the vapor supply is interrupted, the liquid drops down by gravitation to the tray below. Then, 

the vapor supply is started again, and a new cycle begins. 

Gaska and Cannon applied controlled cycling to the separation of a benzene-toluene mixture 

at atmospheric pressure and at total reflux using several types of plates in two distillation 

towers of 2 inch diameter equipped with 9 and 17 plates, respectively.8 For 1/8-inch thick 

brass plate with 61 holes and 23.8% free area, the maximum vapor velocity increased from 

5.6 feet/s (without cycling) to 8.6 feet/s (7.4 second cycle time). At fixed pressure drop, the 

total vapor load could be increased by 48%. For 10-mesh screen plate (0.025 inch wire 

diameter, 56% free area), higher capacity was also observed, at the expense of lower 

efficiency. Gel’perin et al.9 operated a bubble-cap fractionating column in cyclic regime, at 

atmospheric pressure and under a total reflux regime. For vapor velocities in the range wv = 

0.15-1.2 m/s, the separation efficiency could be increased from 0.65 (conventional operation, 

wv= 0.15 m/s) to 0.85 (cycling regime, tvap= 12 sec, tliq= 3, wv= 0.75 m/s) and 0.98 (tvap= 8 s, 

tliq= 5 s, wv= 0.42 m/s). McWhirter and Cannon applied controlled cycling to packed-plate 

columns separating a mixture of methylcyclohexane – n-heptane at atmospheric pressure and 

total reflux.10 The results proved that controlled cycling permits unusual flexibility in tower 

operation. When the vapor-flow time is longer than liquid-flow time (tvap > tliq) the column 

operates for the maximum efficiency. When the liquid-flow time is the longest (tvap < tliq), the 

column operates for maximum capacity. A 4.4 s cycle in which the vapor is flowing 75% of 

the time resulted in plate efficiency near the flood rate of 130%. The same tower, when 

operated on a 7.9 s cycle, where the vapor is flowing 43.4% of the time, had a plate efficiency 

of 60% but a higher flood rate. Schrodt et al.11 separated a mixture of acetone and water using 

a semi-plant scale column. The column was 12 inches in diameter and had 15 stages. The 

distance between 2 trays was 18 inches. The column was designed to operate conventionally 

as a dual flow column with provision made for applying controlled cycling to the system. The 

design criteria for cycled operation were simply that the trays have at least 20 percent hole 

area, the holes be 4 inches in diameter and automatic valves be installed in the various lines to 

allow the pertinent streams to be cycled. These design specifications ensured that the 

comparison between the two operating modes can be made using the same column. The 

column was operated in steady state for a while, and then the operating mode was changed to 
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cycling. For conventional operating mode, the column had a very narrow operating range. 

Maximum efficiency was obtained at a feed rate of 1.25 gal/min and a reflux ratio of 3.8. The 

average tray efficiency was 49.5 %. When the operation was changed from conventional to 

cycled, it was possible to put twice or more material through the cycled column at efficiencies 

comparable to those for conventional operation. Moreover, the tray temperatures started to 

drop off, which means that the separation was improving. The benefits of cycled operation are 

thus increased throughput and improved separation. Another effect of controlled cycling was 

a somewhat broader operating range. Even though the authors confirmed that higher 

efficiency can be obtained at semi-plant scale level, they also observed problems with 

maintaining simultaneous draining of liquid from the different trays in columns with more 

than a dozen trays.11 The lowest trays drained completely before the upper trays started to 

drain. This behavior was later rationalized by simulations of Larsen and Kümmel.12 Schrodt et 

al.11 concluded that to avoid this draining problem, a maximum of 10 trays may be used or 

some pressure equalization device must be mounted. To solve the problem of the incomplete 

separation between liquid and vapor flows, Furzer proposed the use an external manifold to 

equalize the tray pressures during flow switching intervals.13,14 In this way a more uniform 

liquid holdup distribution could be achieved. The main disadvantage of the manifold was that 

vapor could bypass the plates during the vapor flow period. However, for an exponentially 

varying area manifold the decrease of the separating ability (observed with constant or 

linearly varying area) was controllable, and a favorable increase in separating ability could be 

obtained. In order to overcome the problem of liquid mixing during the liquid flow period, 

Szony and Furzer  presented a new tray design for periodic cycling of distillation columns.15 

The new tray design consisted of a sieve plate and inclined surfaces which introduced an 

effective liquid time delay. Simulations of periodically cycled columns predicted 

improvements in column performance of more than 200% for systems with nonlinear 

equilibrium curves. Experiments distilling methanol-water mixtures have verified those 

predictions for periodic cycling with a single plate. Although the predicted efficiencies of 

200% were not realized due to vapor movement hindering the tray action, a wide range of 

operating conditions provided good overall column efficiencies of 140%. 

For many years, it was difficult to make Cannon’s classical realization produce theoretical 

performance. Many attempts were made to approach the theoretical limit. Even with manifold 

and special devices on the trays to delay the liquid, satisfactory performance could not be 

made in distillation. For stripping and absorption it is easier to obtain theoretical performance. 

By the mid-1980s the most promising realizations were those of Baron,7 Hentrich and 
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Vogelpohl,16 and Matsubara.17  

A breakthrough was recently achieved when a new type of trays especially designed for cyclic 

operation was invented.18 The special trays – shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 – are provided 

with valves and sluice chambers located under the trays.19,20 

 

 

Vapour-flow period Liquid-flow period Vapour-flow periodVapor-flow period Liquid-flow period New vapor-flow period  
Figure 3. Separate phase movement made possible in practice by novel internals 

 

      
Figure 4. Cross section of a cyclic distillation column and trays with sluice chambers 

 

The operation principle is the following: during the vapor-flow period, the valves are closed 

and the liquid stays on the tray. During the liquid-flow period, the valves open and the liquid 
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flows from the tray to the sluice chamber below. When another vapor-flow period begins, the 

sluice chamber is opened and the liquid flows to the empty tray below. By using this type of 

tray there are no complications related to the increased number of trays. 

In order to obtain the theoretical performance, Toftegård et al.6 have recently developed trays 

based on a COPS type design where the tray is opened during liquid draining as illustrated in 

Figure 5. A major advantage here is that the vapor flow can be maintained continuously. Thus 

the cyclic operation using sequential tray draining consists of a continuous vapor flow where 

sequential tray draining is initialized periodically. For this tray type a tray efficiency of 300% 

has been achieved in a stripper column.6 

In their three tray column (0.47 m diameter) which can be equipped either with conventional 

sieve or with COPS type periodic tray design, an overall column efficiency of 120 % is 

obtained for periodic stripping, compared to 60 % for conventional sieve trays. In those 

experiments the above mentioned tray efficiency was not fully exploited. Nonetheless, this 

technology has to be proven feasible also in industrial columns with more trays and larger tray 

diameters (> 0.5 m) with cyclic operated perforated slate type trays where pairs of slates 

rotate around a cord would be of primary interest. However, the use of pneumatic cylinders or 

another type of actuator for moving the trays might not be easily accepted in industry. 

 

  
Figure 5. Tray design with two half circular perforated sheets, with structured packing above 

the tray to improve weeping characteristics of the trays. The sheet movement is enforced by a 

pneumatic cylinder. 
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4. Hydrodynamics 

The performance of cyclic distillation with simultaneous tray drainage is reduced if the 

assumptions of no liquid flow during the vapor-flow period and no liquid mixing during the 

liquid-flow period are not fulfilled. A number of experimental and theoretical studies 

investigated the applicability of these assumptions. Duffy and Furzer  considered a single sieve 

plate column operated with periodic cycling.21 They developed a mathematical model 

assuming zero weeping rate and plug flow of liquid during the liquid drain period. 

Experimentally, no weeping could only be obtained by introducing baffles to control fluid 

oscillations on the plate. Experimental measurements of the ratio of the slopes of the 

equilibrium and operating lines, the Murphree plate efficiency, the fraction of the liquid 

holdup transferred per cycle, and the separation factor X on a computer controlled column 

provided the first reliable confirmation of the improvements in separating ability, predicted by 

the theory. Furzer studied the fluid flow in a distillation column, by measurements of the 

discrete residence time distribution.22 The column (100 mm in diameter) was fitted with 5 

sieve plates of 14.8% free area with a 6.1 mm hole diameter on a 635 mm plate spacing. An 

analysis of the discrete residence time distribution yielded the parameters in the (2S) model 

that describes the fluid flow. The author concluded that modifications to the column internals 

were required to alter these parameters, if the maximum separation improvements were to be 

obtained. In a follow-up paper, Furzer modeled a periodically cycled plate column, where a 

liquid bypass described the nonideal liquid draining.23 A numerical solution over a wide range 

of parameters provided a closed envelope of feasible solutions. A region of this envelope 

enclosed favorable operating values of the parameters, while the other region is unfavorable. 

Measurements of the parameters for nonideal liquid draining in a 600 mm diameter column 

fitted with sieve plates lead to predictions of only small improvements in separation 

performance. Modifications of internals were required to move the parameters into a more 

favorable position in the solution envelope. Goss and Furzer studied both fluid mixing and the 

mass transfer separations of mixtures of methylcyclohexane and n-heptane under periodically 

cycled conditions in a five plate distillation column, 100 mm in diameter.24 Both the fluid 

mixing and mass transfer could be successfully analyzed using the (2S) model to describe the 

liquid movement in the column. Only moderate improvements in separation could be obtained 

with sieve plates and packed sieve plate columns operated in cycling mode.  

In order to investigate the non-ideal liquid mixing, a system consisting of a plate column was 

modeled to allow the generation of the discrete residence time distribution.25 The parameters 
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in the model were evaluated by measurements of entrainment, holdup, and the step response 

of the column under direct computer control. A least-squares minimization technique 

provided confirmation of the modeling procedures. Larsen and Kümmel  described a model for 

controlled cycling in tray columns.12 Gas phase dynamics and hydrodynamic relations were 

included in the proposed model. The model contains total and component mass balance, 

energy balance, hydraulics and pressure drop equations. Gas phase dynamics was found to 

play an important role for cyclic operation of distillation columns, whereas the effect of gas 

phase dynamics can be ignored for absorption columns. In a 5-tray distillation column 

reasonable separation between liquid and vapor flow periods could be achieved, but with 

increasing number of trays the switch-over from one period to another becomes less ideal. For 

a ten tray column the flow situation is unacceptable. The simulations also showed that the 

plug flow condition in the liquid flow period is most difficult to satisfy in the top and bottom 

of the column. The risk of flooding on some trays, and other trays running dry, increases 

when the numbers of trays increases. The hydrodynamic behavior may be improved by 

changing the geometry of some of the trays. Hydrodynamics of liquid holdup in periodically 

cycled plate towers were also modeled, simulated, and experimentally confirmed.26,27 The 

model developed was applied to the prediction of the holdup distribution and the investigation 

of hydrodynamic problems. An effective manifold arrangement was proposed to minimize the 

uneven liquid draining encountered in previous experimental studies. 

 

5. Mathematical models and solution methods 

The first models for cyclic distillation were developed at a time when the available computing 

power was low and expensive. Consequently, drastic assumptions that were employed lead to 

limited accuracy of the results. Up to the mid-1980s most published solution algorithms used 

very limited models, e.g. where feed only was allowed on the top tray or the point efficiency 

had to be unity, or the thermodynamic relations were linear. Linear models may provide 

analytical results that enhance process understanding, and are often adequate for describing 

stripping, absorption and high purity distillation. In contrast, when nonlinearities (e.g. the 

thermodynamic relations) have to be taken into account as in most distillation processes, 

analytical results are seldom available hence graphical or numerical methods have to be relied 

on instead. Clearly, this gain in accuracy is at the expense of losing the analytical results. 

 

SIMULATION MODELS 

Statistical models. For a bubble-cap fractionating column operated in a cyclic regime, at 
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atmospheric pressure and under total reflux, Gel’perin et al.9 derived a statistical model which 

describes the influence of the vapor velocity in the column, of the duration of the vapor 

period, and of the duration of the liquid period on efficiency of separation. The efficiency of 

separation was evaluated from mean efficiency of every plate which was calculated from 

measured data. They varied the vapor period time from 6 to 12 s and liquid period time from 1 

to 7 s. The mean vapor velocity in the free column section varied between 0.1 and 1.6 m/s. 

From the experimental data they obtained a linear regression equation which adequately 

described the process at a 5% significance level. 

Linear models. Stationary profile methods were presented by Chien et al.,28 Duffy and 

Furzer,21 and Baron et al.7 These models were formulated in matrix notation and used Laplace 

transformation for obtaining solutions. Instead of Laplace transformation, matrix 

manipulation tools may be used directly as is commonly done in control theory. In this way, 

arbitrarily complex linear models may be formulated. Typical assumptions are:21 linear 

equilibrium; vapor of constant composition entering the bottom plate during vapor flow 

period; and liquid feed supplied to the top plate. The closed form involves solution matrices 

suitable for rapid calculation on a computer. Dale and Furzer used the Zakian's method to 

invert the Laplace transform of the time response.29 For a 5-plate column, they compared the 

accuracy and computing time of the Zakian's method and Runge-Kutta-Merson algorithm. 

They concluded that Zakian’s method would be preferable, unless exceptional accuracy was 

required. It should be remarked that the computational power available today would certainly 

favor numerical integration algorithms. 

Non-linear models. The first treatments of non-linear models was to simulate the system in 

dynamic mode until stationary operation was attained.  However, this may require simulation 

of many flow periods, since convergence of the dynamic nonlinear processes model to the 

periodic state may be particularly time-consuming. Sommerfeld et al.30 performed analog 

computer simulations of a controlled cycling rectification to determine the effect of local 

point efficiency, slope of equilibrium lines, amount of liquid dropped during the liquid flow 

period, and other parameters on the overall column and individual plate efficiencies. They 

showed that cyclic operation leads to improved separation ability. Total reflux was 

considered, while distillation with intermediate feed stream was not investigated.  

Toftegård and Jorgensen modified the integration method of Petzold in order to obtain an 

efficient algorithm for dynamic simulation of controlled cycled chemical processes.31 The 

authors tested the method by solving a binary separation in a controlled cycled column with 

three ideal trays and feed entering on the middle tray, a reboiler and a condenser. Constant 
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relative volatility was considered. The liquid period was assumed to have negligible duration.  

Pătruţ et al.3 proposed the following. For the vapor flow period, the usual mass and energy 

balance equations are used for each tray, but written in the dynamic form and without the 

liquid flowing in / out. For the liquid flow period, the model simply describes the movement 

of the liquid from one tray to the tray below, taking into account the mixing which occurs on 

the feed tray and the reboiler. The solution method involves the successive applications of the 

vapor and liquid equations in an iterative procedure (direct substitution), until the initial 

condition and the final state coincide – as illustrated in Figure 6.3,32. The convergence can be 

accelerated by using algorithms suitable for solving nonlinear equations, such as Newton or 

Broyden. Alternatively, one can view the model of cyclic distillation as a boundary value 

problem, where the differential equations and (the non-separated) boundary conditions are 

given by vapor- and liquid-phase models, respectively. Such problems can be effectively 

solved by specialized numerical techniques, for example (multi) shooting or orthogonal 

collocation on finite elements. The results can be represented as time-change of temperature 

and composition on each tray (Eulerian approach), or as the time-change of liquid 

composition and temperature, as it moves from condenser to reboiler (Lagrangian approach). 

The non-linear models can be implemented in various general-purpose environments (e.g. 

Fortran, MATLAB) or process modeling software (e.g. Aspen Custom Modeler, gPROMS), 

the later offering facilities for retrieving and calculating various physical properties. 

 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ), ,V V V L L= ΦM x M x

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ), ,L L L V V= ΦM x M x

End of 
liquid-flow period

End of 
vapour-flow period

 
Figure 6. Iterative solution of the cyclic distillation simulation model with simultaneous tray 

drainage: M and x represent trays holdup and composition. The superscripts (V) and (L) refer to 

the end of vapor- and liquid-flow periods, respectively. ( )VΦ  and ( )LΦ  are model equation used 

to calculate the state of the system at the end of the vapor- and liquid-flow periods.  

 

DESIGN ALGORITHMS 

Design algorithms based on linear models. Rivas derived some simple, linear equations 

which can be used to calculate the ideal number of trays for cyclic counter-current processes 
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for a given set of operating conditions.33 The model assumed: negligible column vapor holdup 

in comparison to liquid holdup; constant vapor flow rates during vapor flow period; constant 

and equal liquid holdup for rectifying section and stripping section; binary mixture; 

equilibrium stages; linear equilibrium relationship; and plug flow of liquid from stage to stage 

during the LFP. The first five conditions are the usual simplifying assumptions made when 

designing ideal conventional columns. The linear equilibrium relationship condition is valid 

for processes such as absorption and stripping. The condition related to plug flow of liquid 

from stage to stage during the liquid flow period states that there is no mixing of liquid from 

two adjacent plates during the liquid flow period. However, some mixing is inevitable and 

this will tend to decrease the separating ability of the column. The authors also showed that 

the performance can be predicted by using operating line and equilibrium equations, similarly 

to conventional distillation. However, deriving the operating line equation is not trivial as the 

liquid and vapor compositions are both unknown functions of time. In order to obtain an 

analytical solution, Rivas used the following properties of the composition profiles:33 during 

the vapor flow period, the composition of the more volatile component decays with time 

without maximum, minimum, or inflection points; the differential equation for the plate above 

the reboiler can be solved because the composition of the vapor flowing into this plate is 

constant, which is true only for infinite reboiler holdup. It was assumed that over a small 

range of composition the equilibrium curve is given by a straight line. For a very large 

column, the profile of the top plate must approach a straight line since the composition at the 

beginning and at the end of the period are nearly equal. After deriving the equation that 

represents the concentration profile on the stages, an equation to calculate the number of 

stages necessary for a given separation was derived. 

For the linear equilibrium case, Toftegård and Jorgensen computed stationary profiles for 

periodic cycled separation columns.34 They wrote the mass balance in a dimensionless, matrix 

form. The authors also propose a tray-by-tray design method, applied to the purification of a 

mixture following the linear equilibrium relationship y = 2·x, from a mole fraction of 0.01 to 

0.0001. A similar matrix representation was used by Chien et al.28 The computational method 

for obtaining the theoretical number of stages employs two pseudo-equilibrium curves on a 

modified McCabe Thiele diagram. 

Design algorithms based on nonlinear models. Toftegård and Jorgensen  wrote the nonlinear 

model of the binary, cyclic distillation in a form that is suitable for finding the number of 

trays necessary to achieve a certain separation.35 Their model is based on a Rayleigh type 

equation for the reboiler. At the pseudo-steady state, the liquid concentration at the end of the 
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VFP must correspond to the bottom product concentration. Then, knowing the length of the 

VFP allows one to integrate backwards in time until the concentration at the beginning of the 

VFP is reached. With a mass balance, this can yield the liquid concentration on the tray above 

at the end of the VFP. Then, a similar integration is done (backwards in time) on the tray 

above the reboiler, followed by mole balance considerations to give the liquid composition on 

the next tray. Continuing in this way until the top product purity has been exceeded allows the 

determination of the number of stages. The feed stage is then selected as the tray where the 

difference between the liquid concentration and the feed stream is the smallest. This approach 

can be seen as the method of steps for solving a delay-differential equations model, as 

described by Pătruţ et al.3 Comparing the results obtained using the nonlinear and linear 

design model, the authors  concluded that the assumptions used for deriving the linear model 

are not valid. Thus, the number of trays necessary to perform the separation of an equimolar 

benzene-toluene mixture into 95% pure product is 8 for periodic operation and 16 for 

conventional operation, while the linear model of Rivas predicted 5.3 stages.33 

Maleta et al.18 included the mass transfer kinetics in the form of local point efficiency. They 

present a simple graphical method for designing tray columns operated in cyclic mode. The 

model of a binary column consists in: mass balance of light component on the tray during the 

vapor-flow period; mass balance during liquid-flow period; mass transfer kinetics included by 

means of the local point efficiency; equilibrium between vapor phase and liquid phase. For 

linear equilibrium relationship, the equations can be solved analytically to find the 

concentration profiles on each stage. Other issues considered were: cell model of the 

imperfect flow and residence time distribution (RTD) experiments. 

Pătruţ et al.3 formulated the design model as a set of delay-differential equations, describing 

the change of liquid state as it moves backwards in time, from reboiler to condenser, being in 

contact with the vapor coming from the tray below. The time needed to go up the column 

from the reboiler (given bottoms composition) to the condenser (known distillate 

composition) gives the total number of trays, taking into account the vapor period. 

A key problem is that all these models were developed by various groups using different 

programming languages. As so far none of these models is available in process simulators, it 

is extremely important that the software vendors will work on including these models in the 

commercial process simulators (e.g. Aspen Plus, ChemCAD, gPROMS). 

 

6. Control of cyclic distillation columns 

The first papers about cyclic distillation specify the reboiler duty and the time for the vapor- 
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and liquid-flow periods as the control variables. McWhirter and Cannon controlled the boilup 

rate by a pressure regulator on the steam used to heat the still.10 In order to control vapor and 

liquid flows, the columns were provided with solenoid valves controlled by a cycle 

timer.4,10,36. It should be noted that this is an open loop operation mode, as vapor-flow and 

liquid-flow periods are handled without any information from the process. On contrary, 

during closed loop operation, process measurements (e.g. concentration or temperature) are 

used to modify the cycling in order to obtain the desired concentration of a specific stream.  

Matsubara et al.37 considered the periodic control of a continuous multistage distillation 

column. For an objective function including separating efficiency and the utility cost, the 

authors note that optimality is achieved  when the flow rates of feed, vapor, reflux, distillate 

and bottoms and the holdups of condenser and reboiler are variable.  

Experimental feedback control of a periodically cycled gas stripping column has been 

implemented  by Dale and Furzer.38 The control scheme investigated was variable period 

control, where the vapor flow period was adjusted from cycle to cycle to control the exit 

liquid composition leaving the bottom plate of the column. The control algorithm was direct 

digital control incorporating proportional and integral terms, in incremental form: the average 

composition of the bottom product is subtracted from the desired value to yield the control 

error for that cycle. The control input - duration of the vapor flow period for the next cycle - is 

computed using that error.  After computer simulation, experiments were performed on a 5 

plates, 2 ft diameter column. Air was used to strip ammonia from a 0.3M aqueous solution. A 

20 kW fan was switched on and off by means of mechanically linked butterfly valves. 

Periodic cycling of the liquid was achieved by pumping feed liquid from the feed tank either 

back or to the column, by means of a 3-way valve. The pump operated continuously, 

eliminating the need for rapid switching it on and off. In order to ensure a constant amount of 

liquid was added to the column during each cycle, a differential pressure cell measured the 

changing pressure drop across the top plate. This solved a major problem in periodic cycling - 

that of maintaining the correct liquid flow inputs. The composition was measured by a 

conductivity cell in the exit liquid flow stream. The measured conductivity value was 

averaged over one cycle, although a one-cycle delay resulted from this method. Temperature 

was also measured, and a correction was applied to the conductivity. Temperatures and 

pressure drops across several plates were also monitored. The vapor flow period was limited 

to a range of 10 sec (to allow for sufficient time to pump the liquid and drain from the column 

past the conductivity cell) to 10 min 25 sec (limited time which could be counted on the 

system clock). A two term direct computer control (DCC) algorithm programmed on a remote 
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real-time minicomputer adjusted the vapor flow period to study the rejection of a step 

disturbance in the feed. Computer simulations of the control scheme using a basic model of 

the periodically cycled stripping column gave reasonable agreement with the parameters 

tested. Further refinement of the model in describing column hydrodynamics is required, for 

accurate simulation. The authors mention a number of interesting problems posed by periodic 

operation: overall material and mass balances must be maintained; in contrast to conventional 

operation, where only small changes of flow rates are required, periodic operation modifies 

the inputs between minimum and maximum values; it is necessary to control not only the 

actual flow rate, but also the total amount of flow of each input (this is particularly important 

during the liquid drain period); there must be stable hydrodynamic operation of the column; 

the liquid drain time must be carefully chosen to maintain the desired holdup; some method of 

product composition measurement is necessary. According to Schrodt,39 both instantaneous 

and averaged measurements are necessary, as the control mechanism must maintain both the 

repeating pattern of the instantaneous variables and their average.  

Matsubara et al.17 proposed the use of relay feedback for control of plate columns noting that 

the task of periodic control of a chemical process is to keep the process in the neighborhood 

of a periodic state. In principle one has three ways of generating a periodic state. 

1. Forced oscillation. The output of a periodic function generator is applied to the process as 

the control input and as a result a forced oscillation will appear in the process. 

2. Self-excited oscillation due to internal feedback. All the control inputs are always held 

constant. Even in such a situation a self-excited oscillation may sometimes appear in the 

process due to the internal recycle of material / heat caused by dispersion, mixing, etc. 

3. Self-excited oscillation due to external feedback. Appropriate output variables of the 

process are measured and fed back to a controller which generates the control input. Then, 

a self-excited oscillation will appear in the process with the external feedback loop. 

The first and second control schemes are open-loop controls, while the third is a closed-loop 

control. The advantage of a closed-loop periodic control scheme is that it can suppress the 

effects of disturbances that enter the process, while an open loop periodic control cannot.  

Matsubara et al.17 analyzed what for long appeared to be the best possible control, provided 

product composition could be measured on-line without dynamic effects. They used the 

simulation example of Dale and Furzer38 to which the relay feedback periodic control was 

applied. The strategy, proposed in an earlier paper by the same group,37 is to measure the 

product concentration: when it reaches the desired value, the vapor flow is interrupted and 

product is taken out. Then the liquid flow period follows and then the next vapor flow period 
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and so forth. This simple strategy produces perfect control action, provided that concentration 

can be monitored continuously without delays. Thus, the realization of Matsubara’s results 

may not be easy in practice. Performing computer simulations for a column with four stages, 

stage Murphree efficiency ε = 0.8 and feed composition disturbances, the forced oscillation 

scheme resulted in significant deviations of the product purity from the required value. 

Adding an averaged output regulator resulted in much smaller deviations which quickly died 

out. The forced oscillation scheme using relay feedback gave perfect composition control, 

although this could be unattainable in real applications due to imperfect mixing and 

measurement inaccuracies.  

Both the controller of Matsubara et al.17 and of Dale and Furzer38 are SISO controllers. This 

gives some limits in the control performance, for example fluctuations in the measured 

concentration following changes in the feed concentration. A multi-input multi-output 

(MIMO) controller should be able to take into account the interactions between all 

measurements and all manipulated variables. Furthermore, MIMO controller designed from a 

properly formulated model automatically may include a feed forward component, such that 

some fluctuations are reduced if not eliminated. However to design a MIMO controller it is 

necessary to have an adequate model of the process dynamics. Toftegård and Jørgensen 

published preliminary studies on identification and control of a periodic cycled distillation 

column with 9 trays for separation of benzene/toluene.40 They aimed at a multi-variable 

adaptive multi-input single-output controller. The controller uses the vapor flow period length 

as controller output to control distillate composition. More measurements (3 in total) than 

controller outputs means that more information on the process is used, that is, it corresponds 

to a build-in feed forward part. The tested controller was adaptive, meaning that it finds the 

process parameters itself, also if these change during operation. 

In a simulation study considering the separation of an ethanol / n-propanol mixture, Pătruţ et 

al.3 suggested a control scheme in which temperatures near the top and the bottom of the 

column are measured at the end of vapor-flow period. Then, the reflux amount and vapor flow 

rate are adjusted by a discrete time PI-controller, similarly to the well-known L-V control 

structure of conventional distillation. 

While the design and control of cyclic distillation has been largely explored and investigated 

with good results, the optimization topic is practically missing from the open literature. 

 

7. Industrial applications 

Schrodt et al.11 were the first who investigated the applicability of the cyclic operation mode 
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to industrial scale distillation. They separated a mixture of acetone and water using a semi-

plant scale column. The column was 12 inches in diameter and had 15 stages. The distance 

between trays was 18 inches. Their column was designed to operate conventionally as a dual 

flow column with provision made for applying controlled cycling to the system. The design 

criteria for cycled operation were simply that the trays have at least 20 per cent hole area, the 

holes be 4 inches in diameter and automatic valves be installed in the various lines to allow 

the pertinent streams to be cycled. These design specifications insured that a comparison 

between the two operating modes can be made using the same column. Uniform flow of 

liquid from the trays during liquid-flow period was not achieved. The higher efficiencies can 

be achieved by cycling operation only if plug flow can be obtained. Plug flow means that the 

liquid that flows from a tray to the tray below is not mixed with the liquid from the tray 

above. The observations indicated that only columns with up to 10-12 trays could be operated 

without serious flow problems. The pressure was measured at the bottom of the column and 

the temperatures on trays 1 and 3 (numbered from the bottom of column to the top). The cycle 

times varied from 2.3 to 8 seconds for liquid-flow period and from 5 to 10 seconds for vapor-

flow period. The ratio between vapor-flow time and liquid-flow time varied from 1 to 4. It 

was noticed that the maximum efficiency obtained in cyclic mode was lower than the 

maximum efficiency obtained in conventional operating mode.  

They reached the conclusion that the promises of earlier small-scale efforts were not 

completely realized in the larger column. Simple modification of existing equipment will 

result in some substantial improvement as long as the number of trays is less than 12. In order 

to achieve plug flow it will be necessary to modify the tray design or to install some type of 

pressure-equalizing manifold on columns with more than 10 or 12 trays. However the promise 

of 100% efficiency increases and 2 to 3 times capacity increases is still valid. It was possible 

to distill to the same degree of purity 3 gal/min of feed while cycling as compared to 1.25 

gal/min for conventional operation.11 

Nowadays, when the tray design has improved, the advantages of cyclic operated distillation 

columns can be seen at industrial scale. Since 2005, MaletaCD implemented (built and 

installed commercial scale plants) several cyclic distillation columns with 5 up to 42 trays and 

column diameters of 0.4-1.7 m.32 Among them, a cyclic distillation column with simultaneous 

tray drainage is implemented at industrial scale in the food industry (Lipnitsky Alcohol Plant, 

Ukraine). The cyclic distillation column (15 stages, 0.5 m diameter) is used to increase the 

alcohol concentration to a higher grade. The plant production is of 20 m3/day ethanol food 

grade.18. The diluted feed stream (3.29 mol% alcohol) is supplied on the top tray of the cyclic 
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distillation column (stripping column), while direct steam injection is used in the bottom of 

the column. The specification for the ethanol concentration in the top distillate varies between 

13 and 24 mol%, with a typical value of 18.25 mol%, while the concentration of ethanol in 

the bottom product must not exceed 0.004 mol%. Moreover, an industrial scale dividing wall 

column using cyclic operation (42 trays, 1.5/1.7 m diameter, capacity of 25 m3/hr) was built 

in 2014 by MaletaCD for a plant processing kerosene and white spirit (see maletacd.com for 

additional information). 

Just as in the case of other PI technologies (e.g. dividing-wall column), the chemical industry 

is reluctant in adopting new technologies due to various perceived issues such as: difficult 

process control, unavailability of cyclic distillation models in process simulators, reliability of 

moving parts to sustain the cyclic operation, etc. 

 

8. Conclusions 

Cyclic distillation can bring new life to old distillation columns, by simply changing the 

internals and operating mode, and therefore providing key benefits, such as: increased column 

throughput, lower energy requirements, as well as better separation performance. Moreover, 

the separate phase movement of the vapor and liquid phases throughout the column provides 

more degrees of freedom which contribute to excellent process control and trouble-free 

operation. The literature review and industrial reports available indicate several benefits of 

cyclic operation over the conventional one: 

• High tray efficiencies (140-300% Murphree efficiency), so that at the same vapor flow 

rate a required purity can be obtained using fewer trays – hence reduced capital costs. 

• Higher throughput and equipment productivity as compared to conventional distillation. 

• Reduced energy requirements, so that a required purity can be achieved with lower vapor 

flow rates, at the same number of trays – thus lowering operating costs by 30-50%. 

• Increased quality of the products is possible due to the higher separation efficiency. 

• The cyclic distillation configuration and operation allows larger liquid holdups that can be 

beneficial for reactive distillation concepts, such as catalytic cyclic distillation.19 

Cyclic distillation has many promising prospects, but in order to flourish further, the future 

research on this topic has to address the main challenges faced by this PI technology: 

• Investigate the possible combinations of cyclic distillation with other PI technologies: e.g. 

cyclic distillation in dividing-wall column potentially integrated with reactive distillation. 

• Expand the use of cyclic operation to azeotropic, extractive, and reactive distillation. 
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• Find new applications that prove the advantages in case of difficult industrial separations; 

e.g. close boiling components, high purity products, significantly increased capacity. 

• Develop advanced process control techniques to address any tight purity requirements or 

feed variability – abundant knowledge on distillation control is available and can be used. 

• Further develop and implement shortcut and rigorous design and simulation methods 

(usable in process simulators) – that incorporate hydrodynamic models, for example by 

making use of today’s computing power and recent advances in CFD. 

• Include reliable models for design and control of cyclic distillation in process simulators. 

• Development reliable tray designs that allow a true separation of phase movements and 

assurance of worldwide availability from a large number of equipment manufacturers. 

• Investigate the application of the cyclic operated perforated sheet or slate type trays with 

sequential tray drainage also in reactive separations where the packing on the trays could 

incorporate the catalyst on the desired trays. 
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